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Dear Jauie, 	 5/1/7 

I finaUy got a new ribbon and will Get it an after today's mail is`out. • 

Herewith your check for :60 and the Belin and Holland chapters with a few 

corrections of what each of on shuuld have caught earlier.* apologies. 

I am beginning to see hey I can separate these two and perhaps use them with 

the Riebling when you morn that. Inside is outside reason in size and dis-

organizatiom. When you make those few corrections and send them would you please 

also send two duplicate disks of each? I may be able to get what I have in mind 
It 

put together hero. But keep the origind4 disk. 44 144'1 	‘011 -i/1 

Aou auk about italics and underlining and the answer is either with 

what we do not have, consistency. For a c(nputer I suppose italics but either 

ifi OK. 

On dirt quot-Js that avo single-spaced and indented, yOui ask s4uld you 

indeht the firstlino. Yes if it is the beginning of a paragraph, as most istb 

I've forgotten but again consistency, whether there is space between 

those paragraphs.'I t7ink none is needed. 

With the exterminator and ants, when one lives in a Woods that has carpenter 

ants it seems that problem never endd. They do not eat like to to:; do and they 

oven get around windoWs set into walls. Those extra trips, ( 	each had us 
Woit 4 

out of the hoOe a half day, lama- cat rd by a moans of getting in that had not 

bzun influenced by all the regular and special treatments. Those ants, and these 

are groat numbers of the male breeders who fly and look like wasps, found a 

flaw in tit.) chimnejr flashing and although the rain did not come in, they did! 

4s of yesterday morning I was still, finding now ones that were poisoned and 

dropped down during the night or were in the last ;throes. 

TblInks and bet, 

/01 


